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Human Rights rest on human dignity. The dignity of man is an ideal worth fighting for
and worth dying for. Respecting every individual which may result to a good relationship and a
good relationship may result to peace.
That's the thing we want to have in this country and even though from the other country,
peace is the one which will bring pleasure in one of us. Peace is the condition that exist when
nation and other groups are not fighting, and also it is a result of the treaty that marks the end of
quarrel and a friendly relations between individuals, untroubled by disputes and a freedom from
noise, worries, troubles, fears, and etc.
Human right is the right to be free from governmental violations of integrity of the person
which everyone of us has the right to express their feelings, emotions and also their opinions.
Also our governments implement a law to protect against abusing their own rights. Respecting
everyone's rights may lead to a good understanding to each other. Respecting everybody's rights
may result to peace which one of us adored it. Human rights are universal and indivisible, and it
is the way that make us human to exercise our rights and when we speak of the right to life or
development or to dissent and diversity, we are speaking of tolerance.
Tolerance will ensure all freedoms, without it we can be certain of none. And it is another
word for difference. Difference which bring every human in a better life with great and happy
living and if we have honest difference are very often in a healthy sign of progress and brings
peace. If we have rights as a human we become dissent and dissent does not include the freedom
to destroy the system of law which guarantees freedom to speak.
Our country was founded on the basic idea that all man and women are created equal
because all human beings are born free and equal dignity and rights, created equal with liberty
and justice for all, we must respect and preserve the rights of all, for when the rights of one's
threatened the rights of all are diminished. Only justice, fairness, consideration, and cooperation
can finally lead man in peace. Peace, which we know it is a climate of freedom. The freedom
from other's secured and freedom is not worth if it does not connote freedom to err. Respecting
anyone's rights is not just like treating them and praising them but the grandeur of humanity is in
moral elevation, sustained, enlightened and decorated by the intellect of human.
Respecting other's rights so that they can respect you too. As what you are and who you
are, respecting your weaknesses as a human. If you have respect in yourself you should never
violate the sacredness of your fellowmen because if you violate them it is just like simply says
that you never respect too, because individual is same, same in the rights and also their
sacredness. Every human have their own freedom but that freedom is within only in their
limitation. Limitation of what a human being can do.
Peace is not just a word but a condition, a condition of everybody away from noise and
fears and a condition of survival in this nuclear age. Respecting each individual right may lead to
a great peace. Peace brings success in our society and also in our own selves. Without humility
there is no humanity. Which is humanity is the equality of being without pride. Moralizing and
morals are two entirely different things and are always found in entirely different people. Dignity

of a person does not measure on what he do but on what he is understand on what is the real
meaning of life.
Peace is the site where everybody love one another, respect each other's opinions,
weaknesses and etc., and where anyone can resolve conflict where the root of cause begin. And
also human right is a lawful act that seeks for human goodness. Therefore, peace and human
rights for God's sake is for everybody else nonetheless.
All we need to do is discipline in our selves, follow the rules and regulation that the
authorities complied so that we have peace in our world. Peace is very important in one's life
because it makes you feel comfortable and even better.
In every human's life, peace is necessary to everyone should put and bring peace to his
heart. We cannot follow all the does and don'ts if we ourselves do not bear peace. Human rights
was created, in order for us to be fair and that we are all Filipinos. Country that doesn't have
human rights doesn't have peace but rather war could be done.
Human rights are the right of every human where they are free to exercise it and to
expose it in the crowd. If anyone respecting each other's rights, there would be no quarrel or even
war happen. Only man is the reason of deteriorating his self too ... because he is the dictator of
his own self so that's why if he failed he's the one who suffered it. Human right is a privilege of
everybody to have it. The reason why people pursue to have fame because of their personal
interest or else their human interest, pertaining to the concerns, interest, and the problems of
human beings or it is appealing to human emotions and personal experience and these reasons
may lead to disrespecting on other's right.
Human rights are the rights of every human that shall be embodied by law, and shall be
applied in every consequences to those person who violent this law and to who doesn't follow,
shall be punished. Thus, human right brings peace. These are the rights to the fulfilment of such
vital needs such as food, shelter, health care and education and it is also a right to enjoy their
civil and political liberties. Liberty is always dangerous for some it means a great responsibility.
Therefore, the ideally free individual is responsible to himself. Violence is cause of disrespecting
each other's rights and violence cannot build a better society nor is it the cause of quarrel.
Disruption and disorder of peace would be done, not justice anymore. It strikes at the freedom of
every citizen. I believe in the supreme worth of every individual and in his right to life, liberty
and the pursuit of happiness so that we should respect the rights of others. Everyone has their
rights to have their own liberty which is the condition of bring free to choose, and a condition of
being free from physical confinement and captivity.
If we want to live together in peace, we must or should know each other better.
Every individuals need to exercise their rights so that they cannot abuse by anybody. If
you respect your fellowmen maybe they can respect you too. Brotherhood should be
implemented so that peace would be done here in earth. Having peace should be starting in
respecting every human's right.
Peace, it is a simple word and very self explanatory but in the side of others, it is
something also that needs more explanations in order to be fully understood and clearer to them.
But we as human beings have our explanation and views what peace really is but my own point
of view, peace is when everything flows well or everything is in order. People to people have
their good understanding and relationship towards one another. Peace comes from love of one
another; it also comes from us and ends with us if we break the good relationship of each other,
so that, we should have peace in our fellowmen so that each of us will successfully progress.

Human right is all about our rights as human or our freedom to express or do things
which we wanted. It is necessary to all especially for us Filipinos to have it, in order to have a
better flow of living and also a better community. We are just lucky enough to live in the
democratic country. Where we are free to decide and express always but also it is have a
limitation, everyone of us have a freedom to exercise our rights but we should put a limitation.
With human rights, it will help us to build peace in our society or else in the whole world.
Simply because people can exchange feelings and opinions to each other in many ways but in
good side and also have limits. Peace is lifetime process in which human being has to develop in
order to have a good and convenient life. And as we go to this process it as good as we are. To
gain this kind we want a peace, each of us should make a difference in ourselves by doing what
is right and abide the law which results to a good understanding and wholesomeness.
Human rights are made to protect the people who are in a chaotic system of life. If we
humans has the rights in which we use in the right way we can maintain peace with each other
and there will be no wars, cruelty amongst men's slavery and doings which is not fair to mankind.
Having rights among of us is a key to learn what does the value of having and living a good kind
of life.
Peace maintains the equality among men, gain more investment among other tribes, thus
peace prevent that crimes could occur, if there is peace no men is in a thought of doing crimes
nor committing crimes. Thus, if we people use the freedom of having your rights hopefully we
should not abuse it, this should be the one that we will put in our minds to gain peace. Because it
is the one that everyone desired to have. Human rights are also what we need to make our lives
better.
Past decades our world is not in peace, we suffer in conflict because of the nation's war
among other nations, and very disgraceful thing is many lives had been lost; many suffer from
difficulties and crisis. Difficulties thus who suffer, and then they dreamt of peace should be
restored. On these tragedies human rights is not there to help those who suffer from cruelty.
Peace and human rights, if this two will combine the result would be a happy and having
an equal life. Every one of us does not suffer any cruelty again. This two would combine has one
purpose is to have a better life which we want to have, each one of us. Living with peace of mind
and society is like living in a beautiful place where it is far away from noise and fears. Some
people ignore the rights of others because of the sake of their selves too, but even if it is the sake
of you just make sure that as you go through your life, make sure that no person's right could be
disrespected because everyone of us deserves great respect.
Having respect in the rights of others maybe result to a good understanding and also a
good communication and maybe it also avoid us in some sort of trouble that we can't bear.
Ignoring others rights may lead to conflict misunderstanding to each other which may result to a
quarrel. Peace is a way also so that we can determine success, but why does other people trying
to terrorist? Are they didn't know that they are doing is disrespecting the rights of other people?
What are really their motives? It's just that this people are anti-peace. But no matter how cruel
they are, because of their rights as a human should be raise, they have also the rights to live
where they can enjoy all the things that GOD created. If one of us wants peace to have in our life
it starts with our own self. And respecting rights of every human can also result a good
relationship.

